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Abstract
Tittle: University Classification and Prediction using Data Mining
From the medieval age university quality has been widely known by writings of students, greats
names of professors and academic reputation of universities. But since the last quarter of the
twentieth century, university ranking systems have widely observed international universities
and updated world universities ranking annually.
During recent years, university rankings have gained a considerable importance not only among
the academia but also amongst students, parents, industry and businesses. Common stakehold-
ers, the students and their parents, may not be aware of the intricacies of ranking processes and
elements / criteria of rankings but they are definitely keen to know the position of the University
of their Interest in the ranking lists. This paper will review the trend and existing approaches of
the most common and popular university ranking systems and evaluations and describe various
Quantitative / Qualitative criteria used to determine the rankings.
The process involves various surveys besides using statistics and rankings are conducted on
national, regional and global levels for institutions,departments, schools or specific academic
programs. It is opined that although university rankings are considered inherently controversial
for Not being absolutely objective and definitive, they are still used as reference to assist in
making certain crucial decisions
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Accredited :Official recognition that a college or university meets the standards of a regional
or national association. Although international students are not required to attend an accredited
college or university in the United States, employers, other schools, and governments world-
wide often only recognize degrees from accredited schools.
Assistantship: A financial aid award granted to a graduate student to help pay for tuition that
is offered in return for certain services, such as serving as a teaching assistant or research assis-
tant.
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and style of the exam. (See the U.S. News GRE guide for more information
Letter of recommendation:A letter written by a student’s teacher, counselor, coach, or mentor
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Ranking and sorting::When we search a database, our results are displayed in some order.
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Chapter 1
Project Overview
1.1 Statement of Project
A qualitative evaluation shall be utilized for this research project leveraging subjective methods
such as interviews and observations to collect substantive and relevant data. These interviews
shall be conducted with practicing diplomats from any University as well as visiting diplomats
to another universities conferences.Such a qualitative approach is valuable here due to the vary-
ing experiences of the diplomats in any country.
As per our own research efforts, We will have the opportunity to implement by intercultural ed-
ucation expertise and develop a ground-breaking and full pledged university ranking system.our
software will rank the universities according to the prescribed qualification of any student for
choosing the best university for him/her. Since in today generation, its not only important to
decide what to study..what degree to pursue but also where to study. A minor degree from a
reputed outstanding university can be more rewarding than a major degree from an average uni-
versity. hence choosing where to pursue your education also plays an important role in your
future career as it exposes you to the competitive world to expand your horizons.
1.1.1 Motivation
The main motivation behind creating this project is to aid student regarding their decision to
choose best possible university for themselves.important motivation factors of international
students that play a important role in decision making process to choose foreign universities
to study are highlighted as study destination reasonable cost of study and living,reputation and
quality of education and tourist attraction and also university’s characteristics such as offered
program,quality of courses and reputation.
The main reason for ranking universities is the vast growth in higher education across the world
in recent decades The number of students has grown (College can cost a six-figure sum, so you
need to know you are going to the right one). The courses and programs offered by universities
1
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are increasingly diverse. Support to increase Quality in higher Education. Goal of Ranking
System is not to label foreign universities as Best or worst the main Intention is to provide
valuable information to Student.
The proposed architecture, by making use of data mining, offers a solution to those problems.
That is, for student there is no need to visits many websites or consultancy service for get-
ting information about admission process as well as recommendation of university based on
his/her own budgets. These technology acts as an agent on the behalf of many consultancy
service center, a user can get prediction and classified instances like yes or no without visiting
many website as well as without wasting of time in visiting of website. university prediction
and classification using Data Mining provides the a stage to student where the student can get
various of variety of a particular university information hands on The user only needs to use
this technology like java to be install in system .Hence this application minimizing the use of
resources
1.1.2 Advantages Over Current System
1. Our Application will be bi-dimensional
Our System will not only focus on research, surveys but also on teaching and learning
quality of knowledge transfer and also other factors which have an impact on University
Ranking.
2. User - friendly Interface with tips to ensure every user becomes capable to use the soft-
ware without any complexity.
To increase the compatibility and user friendliness of the system to the user, we will be
providing much simple,smoother, well formatted UI with Shortcuts and dropdowns which
will make even the novice users to use it efficiently
3. Regular Check ups of Processing Units.
All the processing units, may it be functional modules or may be the application server,
it will be checked regularly for their efficient usage and rectification if required.
4. Reminder to Back up data daily.
To avoid data loss, we will ensure to back up data everyday with our cloud storage.
5. For Overcoming vulnerabilities of Cloud Storage, and also Dos attacks and similar mal-
ware attacks, we will take the help of Amazon Cloud Services which promises top-notch
protection
2
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1.2 Proposed System Architecture
Our System Architecture is divided into three main functional Categories :
1) Data Acquisition : Administrator of our system will first gather all the relevant data from real
time structured database, Excel Sheets, User Inputs (Comments and research surveys) and Text
files which will be uploaded in our main database warehouse which will be directly connected
to cloud technology.
Figure 1.1: System Architecture
2) Cloud Data Storage : For implementing this Integrated DBMS Software we will be using
Cloud technology to keep the system Online,acessible to all potential customers. Our Database
Warehouse will be connected to every module of the system using Cloud data Storage,databases
will be accessed Online making the system dynamic as well as ready to serve anytime, anywhere
and at any place.
3) Presentation / GUI : Our application will be equipped with Simplistic and Well-designed
User Interface to ensure high user interaction using graphical icons and visual indicators such
as secondary notation, as opposed to text-based interfaces, typed command labels or text naviga-
tion. Well-designed graphical user interfaces can free the user from learning complex command
languages.
3
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Admin Responsibilities :
1)Collect and Upload Relevant Data
2)Updation and integration of Database using Cloud technology
3)Regular Checking of Processing Units.
Server Side :
1)University Ranking along with predicting pF with the Help of Naive Bayes Classifier.
2)Text Analysis of research and text files.
3)Repository Server for efficient Data usage using cache System
1.2.1 Formulation of Problem With using Technology
It is really a tedious and time-consuming process that students go through when choosing the
best suited foreign university for their further education. The process might start with a search
for a particular interested university from which several links to different universities are re-
turned. The student typically visits each website to check different factors such as Programs
Offered, Cost of Living, Tution fees, Quality of Educational Degree etc. This could involve
considering alternate universities from an online catalog, program and courses availability, lo-
cation options etc. After all relevant information is gathered, the student will then enroll into
university for getting himself admitted to it using a educational qualification as a gateway. It
should be noted whenever the student want to get admission into any university through online
from any source he/she does visit the many Universities websites for getting the desirable inter-
est fields and information about the university which will help the student in his decision making
process whether to opt for that university or not. Like this student surf lots of time in visiting
of universities websites for getting admission into desired university or affiliated program. The
student not only surfs lots of time in visiting of university sites, and affiliated programs, but also
he/she suffers from limited option to choose the programs offered.
The University Classification and Prediction is applicable in many application fields from which
some areas are specially recognized as University Ranking, Educational Consultancy and Col-
leges. These areas need high transaction of money. Now the user can directly enter his edu-
cational qualification and preferred University of choice to analyse the probability of getting
admission or not and also can predict for himself the best suited university among the varied list
of options with respect to his educational qualification and area of interest. This is one reason
which instigates much research effort in University Classification using Data Mining which has
its own benefits when used in these areas.
The proposed architecture, by making use of Naive Bayes Classifier, offers a solution to those
problems. That is, for students there is no need to visits many university’s websites for gathering
information about the desired university’s criteria of admission. The student just needs to enter
his data to the application which will automatically classify the probability factor whether the
designated student will be able to get admission or not in among many different universities
stored in our database. The application will also help the student by predicting the most suitable
university the student will be able to get admission to by comparing the student sample data to
the trained model which will be classifying and predicting based on a Naive Bayes Classification
Model. This model will also be regressively tested on testing data for improving its accuracy
4
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and predict out the best suited university for the student. hence this application minimizing the
use of resources.
1.3 Organization of the Project
The remaining part of the project is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 Presents a review of related work.
Chapter 3 Introduces the Software and Hardware Requirement of the project.
Chapter 4 Proposes the Project Design of the Project . It represent the architectural design, front
end design and database design of the project.
Chapter 5 Introduces the system model and some basic assumptions and Dependencies of our
work.
Chapter 6 Presents the Results and Test cases related work.
Chapter 7 Described the time management and time utilization during the Project implementa-
tion.
Chapter 8 Described the Workload distribution.
Chapter 9 Provides some concluding remarks and directions of our future work.
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Chapter 2
Review Of Literature
2.1 Webometric Ranking of World Universities: Introduc-
tion, Methodology, and Future Developments
2.1.1 Description
Today the worldwide web (web) is one of the main sources of information and the main show-
case for everyone (institutions, business enterprises, individuals, etc.) who wants to be recog-
nized on in the "real world". At the academic level, universities have a very important role as
a means to communicate scientific and cultural achievements. Web publication by scholars is
not only a tool for scholarly communication but it is also a means to reach larger audiences
and in general a reflection of the performance of the institutions. There have been several ef-
forts to develop web indicators that can ultimately lead to build a university’s rankings. This
paper presents the Webometric Ranking of World Universities which is built using a combined
indicator called WR that takes into account the number of published web pages (S) (twenty
five percent), the number of rich files, those in pdf, ps, doc and ppt format (R) (12.5 percent),
the number of articles gathered from the Google Scholar Database (Sc) (12.5 percent,) and
the total number of external in links (V) (fifty percent). The results show that there is a larger
than expected academic digital divide between higher education institutions in the United States
and those in the European Union.This kind of rankings using web indicators should be used to
measure universities’ performance in conjunction with more traditional academic indicators.
2.1.2 Pros
• In this System, Webometric Ranking of World Universities is built using a combined
indicator called WR based on number of published web pages (S) (twenty five percent),
the number of rich files, those in pdf, ps, doc and ppt format (R) (12.5 percent), the
number of articles gathered from the Google Scholar Database (Sc) (12.5 percent,) and
the total number of external inlinks (V) (fifty percent).
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2.1.3 Cons
• Ranking System currently available on the World wide web judge the performance of
any university which respect to certain predefined performance indicators namely Aca-
demic Reputation of the university ,Employer Reputation, Faculty Students and Campus
Placements.This is because they are focused primarily on research and do not fully cover
teaching and learning quality of knowledge-transfer
• It may not be updated regularly enough therefore there may be chances of getting wrong
result.
2.1.4 How we overcome Those problem in Project
• Our Application will be bi-dimensional Our System will not only focus on research, sur-
veys but also on teaching and learning quality of knowledge transfer and also other factors
which have an impact on University Ranking.
• We are using a periodic trigger in our project which will regularly update the product
records stored in database.
2.2 The Use of University Rankings in the United Kingdom
2.2.1 Description
University league tables and rankings are produced annually in the United Kingdom by the lead-
ing "quality" newspapers using statistical data on universities and colleges published each year.
The newspapers claim that the up-to-date independent measures which they provide annually on
the changing quality of universities are necessary to guide students in choosing universities in
which to enroll. Many, however, are skeptical about the accuracy (as opposed to the precision)
of the data, where year-to-year movements in the rankings of institutions are as much artifacts
of the data and their manipulation as real changes. Prospective students seem not to be strongly
influenced by the annual changes in the league table position of a given institution but are in-
fluenced more strongly by competition for places and the quality of the learning environment
offered by the university.
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university ranking systems
2.2.2 Pros
• In this System, year-to-year movements in the rankings of institutions are evaluated and
their manipulation is also calculated which acts as necessary to guide students in choosing
universities in which to enroll.
2.2.3 Cons
• An individual who posses the knowledge about how the university ranking process works,
and also have a descriptive knowledge about the current universities worldwide can only
be able to operate the system.
• Setting up Domains, Servers and Also other stuffs will cost initially high.
2.2.4 How we overcome Those problem in Project
• User - friendly Interface with tips to ensure every user becomes capable to use the soft-
ware without any complexity. 5 To increase the compatibility and user friendliness of the
system to the user, we will be providing much simple,smoother, well formatted UI with
Shortcuts and dropdowns which will make even the novice users to use it efficiently.
2.3 Academic quality, league tables, and public policy: A
cross-national analysis of university ranking systems
2.3.1 Description
The global expansion of access to higher education has increased demand for information on
academic quality and has led to the development of university ranking systems or league tables
in many countries of the world. A recent UNESCO/CEPES conference on higher education
indicators concluded that cross-national research on these ranking systems could make an im-
portant contribution to improving the international market for higher education. The compari-
son and analysis of national university ranking systems can help address a number of important
policy questions. First, is there an emerging international consensus on the measurement of
academic quality as reflected in these ranking systems? Second, what impact are the different
ranking systems having on university and academic behavior in their respective countries? Fi-
nally, are there important public interests that are thus far not reflected in these rankings? If so,
is there a needed and appropriate role for public policy in the development and distribution of
university ranking systems and what might that role be? This paper explores these questions
through a comparative analysis of university rankings in Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US
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2.3.2 Pros
• In this System, Global Ranking is done through a comparative analysis of university rank-
ings in Australia, Canada, the UK, and the US and also makes an important contribution
to improving the international market for higher education
2.3.3 Cons
• There should be annual changes made to the system with respect to the changes in the
selection procedure of the university as well as their merits and demerits Maintenance
and Repairing Cost will be High if something crashes. If the system crashes it might take
a toll to bring it back to normal again.
• Many Security issues are to be found in the present system, many loop holes which may
provide unauthorized access
2.3.4 How we overcome Those problem in Project
• To avoid data loss, we will ensure to back up data everyday with our cloud storage.
• For Overcoming vulnerabilities of Cloud Storage, and also Dos attacks and similar mal-
ware attacks, we will take the help of Amazon Cloud Services which promises top-notch
protection
2.4 Technological Review
2.4.1 Java
In implementing the project, we are making use of java language as the main language.The
Desktop GUI,file converter and classification and prediction algorithm’s are developed in java.
Since java is platform independent and has rich functionality such as sophisticated multi-threading
facility,Inheritance,Applet, java Swing therefore java has been roped in to develop the Graphical
user interface of the application.
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2.4.2 R
In our project For Graphical analysis of student data we make use of R which show statistical
analysis as well as various graphs for understanding the overview of the data R is a programming
language and software environment for statistical computing and graphics supported by the R
Foundation for Statistical Computing. The R language is widely used among statisticians and
data miners for developing statistical software and data analysis.
2.4.3 WEKA
In our project for Data mining algorithm like classification and prediction we make use of
weka(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) which a open source data mining tool
used for predictive modeling and data analysis. Weka supports several standard data mining
tasks, more specifically, data preprocessing, clustering, classification, regression, visualization,
and feature selection.
2.4.4 MySQL
For backend of our project we used MySQL as a database server it is an open-source relational
database management system (RDBMS) as it provide some good feature like Multiple storage
engines, allowing one to choose the one that is most effective for each table in the applica-
tion.Native storage engines InnoDB, MyISAM, Merge, Memory (heap), Federated, Archive,
CSV and Cross platform support with graphical user interaction
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Chapter 3
Requirement Analysis
3.1 Platform Requirement :
3.1.1 Supportive Operating Systems :
The supported Operating Systems for client include:
• Windows xp onwards
• Linux any flavour.
• Any other Operating System Which has Java.
Windows and Linux are two of the operating systems that will support comparative Application.
Since Linux is an open source operating system, This system which is will use in this project is
developed on the Linux platform but is made compatible with windows or Any Other Operating
System as it is developed in java which is platform Independent.The comparative application
will be tested on both windows and mac.
The supported Operating Systems for server include: The supported Operating Systems For
server include Linux. Linux is used as server operating system. For web server we are using
apache 2.0
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3.2 Software Requirement :
The Software Requirements in this project include:
• Java
• R
• Weka
• MySQL
• NetBeans
• Internet Explorer, Mozila FireFox, Google Chrome etc
In this project, the use of weka and Mysql are used for creating the backbone structure of the
comparative are java Netbeans(Java Applets) that are used for developing desktop modules such
as login system, data Management,Predictive model etc. Weka is a specialized tool developed
by Waikato written in java programming language for Data mining Algorithm on test Data
such as Classification,clustering,Assoication etc weka libraries are imported in the project for
developing our main classification algorithm. Through Weka libraries, classifier can perform
efficient classification and thus increasing the performance of our analysis instruction.Mysql is
used for deleting and updating user data. Naive Bayes is the classification algorithm which is
more efficient classifier compared to other algorithm’s which makes it extremely important in
the entire application.
Java language is the fundamental language being used in the development of the project. MySQL
is a sql which is used as a database for storing all student records MySQL reduces the com-
plexity of maintaining relationship.With the help of MySQL, Map reduce techniques can be
performed on the data Thus facilitating operations of data mining on the database.
3.3 Hardware Requirement :
3.3.1 Hardware Required For Project Development:
• Dual Core 2.4 GHz processors or higher with 8 GB RAM Minimum Or Intel I3 processor
or equivalent CPU with 2GB RAM Recommended: Intel I5 processor or equivalent CPU
with 4GB+ RAM
• 50+ gigabytes hard drive space, SATA 7.2k RPM, 16MB cache
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• LAN 100Mbps hardware connectivity
• SVGA or better display resolution
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Project Design
4.1 Design Approach
Design is the first step in the development phase for any techniques and principles for the
purpose of defining a device, a process or system in sufficient detail to permit its physical real-
ization. Once the software requirements have been analyzed and specified the software design
involves three technical activities design, coding, implementation and testing that are required
to build and verify the software. The design activities are of main importance in this phase, be-
cause in this activity, decisions ultimately affecting the success of the software implementation
and its ease of maintenance are made. These decisions have the final bearing upon reliability
and maintainability of the system. Design is the only way to accurately translate the customer
requirements into finished software or a system. Design is the place where quality is fostered
in development. Software design is a process through which requirements are translated into
a representation of software. Software design is conducted in two steps. Preliminary design is
concerned with the transformation of requirements into data.
4.2 Software Architectural Designs
Our system is follow the three tier architecture . First tier consist of GUI, Comparision tier and
the Database.
1. GUI: The GUI(Graphical User Interface) in our project deals with the interface for the
user where the user enters the marks, gre score, Budget Area of interest along with basic de-
tails he/she wants to predict.The GUI provides a platform for the user to communicate with the
database.
2. Comparision block: The comparision block is the block where the actual processing of
our project is done. This block connects the GUI to the database i.e. It acts as a connector as
well as communicator which connects the database and helps in transfer of data between the
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GUI and the database. It’s main function is to transfer our database data into fileformat like csv
arff and do the classification prediction on the basis of the user requirement and other aspects.
3. Database: Database tier is the tier used for the storage of data. This tier contains all the
data that is need for the processing of the whole project. The data in this tier is related to the
product details such as the BE agg,Gre score, Budget,Area of Interest, along with other detail
require for analysis.
Figure 4.1: Software architecture Design
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4.2.1 Front End Designs
Figure 4.2: Front End Design
4.2.2 Component Diagram
Figure 4.3: Component Diagram of University Classification Prediction System
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4.2.3 Deployment Diagram
Figure 4.4: Deployment Diagram of University Classification Prediction System
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4.3 Database Design
4.3.1 E-R Diagram
Figure 4.5: E-R Diagram of University Classification Prediction System
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4.4 Work-flow Design
4.4.1 Flow Diagram
Figure 4.6: Level 0 DFD of university classification and predictions system
Figure 4.7: Level 1 DFD of university classification and prediction system
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Implementation Details
5.1 Assumptions And Dependencies
5.1.1 Assumptions
The following Assumption was taken into consideration:
• Weka NaiveBayes algorithm is Assume that it fetches the data from student enter into
database and stores in the local database. The algorithm fetches the data from different
tables in database and updates the local database if any updates are made by the Student.
Therefore it is assume that the algorithm has to be very effective and fast in fetching the
database. The local database is assumed to be scalable and robust so that it can store huge
amount of data with time and maintain consistency of the data.
• The classification algorithm has to very optimize in performing the prediction As soon as
the user click predict the database the search algorithm is assumed to bring the required
and accurate results. The user interface should be simple and clean that allows soothing
effect to the user. The comparative algorithm is assumed to be very effective that allows
comparison amongst different products.
5.1.2 Dependencies
The dependencies are as follows:
• For backend processing,Weka classification and R is being used. The backbone structure
of the system is developed by making use of java Swing,java AWt and Netbeans IDE
software. In creation of application,java and MySQL is used. Weka is a specialized tool
developed by WAIKTO University which is written in java language For performing data
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mining tasks like clustering,classification and association etc. The extracted dataset are
stored in MySQL database.
• R is the visualization server tool which is put into use for handling server side request and
response. Real Time student data analysis using graphs generation it is basically serves
as a mediator between java application and Database.It depends on data extracted from
different student and university.
5.2 Implementation Methodologies
Different Modules created are Classifier, search, update, predictor, inventory module, fileformat
and testing. In classification module, the classifier is created using weka libraries, java and
MySQL. The classifier module contains code for Fetching data from database and filtering data
for making train .The filter data are then stored in the database. The classifier module is then
invoked to store the Data in inventory module
5.2.1 Modular Description of Project
5.3 Detailed Analysis and Description of Project
Inventory Module: In this module, the admin can add, delete and update student information.
Store script module contains all the queries for the creation of Database in the MySQL and the
required queries to perform operations on the database.
File viewer module: In Fileviewer the java coding is done and the front end is developed.In
this module, the student can select the file and put sample data it into database.When the student
clicks on the prediction, then it is redirected to the actually algorithm which will do the main
operation
Classifier: The classifier fetches the data from train dataset In this project, a Naivebayes Clas-
sifier is used. The job of the NaiveBayes is to periodically fetch data from sample dataset.
Since application database hold huge amount of data, the Classifier has to be very efficient in
extracting student Required data. For this purpose, a specialized tool called weka is being used.
The weka is a specialized tool developed by WAIKTO which holds specialization in dataset
extraction and collection. Then we perform filtration of the dataset in order to get the right and
useful data for prediction and removes the unuseful data.
Visualization module: In this module the data which we got from student are pass to R script
program throught mysql database which will create bar graphs,pie charts,histogram of student
data so that by just seeing graphs admin can check student interest section like area of inter-
est,budgets and number of student got higher marks/lower marks as well as a overview of data
entities.
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User Search: Whenever admin searches for the particular student in the search bar, the database
is queried in order to retrieve the accurate results. Now the admin is presented with a particular
student information with different attributes likes student marks,gre score,student budgets.This
allows the admin to compare student based on say marks. In this project, the search is required
to be very effective and efficient. For this purpose various factors must be taken into con-
sideration such as time, address of the student etc.We used MySQL query for making search
more effective as MySQL provide best searching tasks .Also to track user behavior and search
patterns, algorithms are used that keeps track on users and their behaviors and their searching
patterns in order to provide user with better search experience.
Prediction Module: Prediction module techniques are performed on the data present in the
database. In this Module prediction algorithm is performed which is give feedback to student
about which university is most suitable college/university base upon his/her own sets of marks
and also provide suggestion on which are the best university in preferred location. The database
is queried in order to get the results which the user searches.
File Converter: This module is important because our algorithm works on arff file format for
that we need to convert the student data which is recorded from student through form.converter
will first fetch data and convert into CSV file then CSV is converted into arff file format with
the help of weka arff converter functionality libraries.
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5.3.1 Usecase Report
Figure 5.1: Usecase Report
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5.4 Class Diagram
Figure 5.2: Class Diagram
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5.4.1 Class Diagram Report
Figure 5.3: Class Diagram Report
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Chapter 6
Results and Discussion
6.1 Test cases and Result
We have tested our application by considering following test cases:
6.1.1 Unit Testing
In this testing we are making test on different working units of our projects Example , Below
picture shows the validation of different end-user of the application as well as student searching
unit testing are also done.
Figure 6.1: Database Connectivity
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Figure 6.2: Validation of User
Figure 6.3: Student Searching
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Figure 6.4: Data Stored
6.1.2 Functional Testing
We have tested our web application on the server by integrating all the units of our project. In
this testing we focus on the output is as per the requirement or not. which is as follow:
Testing accuracy of the model by providing test data to algorithm(if accuracy is acceptable then
model is evaluated on sample data) :-
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Figure 6.5: Result of Testing on Train Data
Figure 6.6: Result of Testing after giving Test Data
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6.1.3 Dataset
Figure 6.7: Train Dataset
Figure 6.8: Test Dataset
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6.1.4 Graphical Analysis
Figure 6.9: Train Graphs
Figure 6.10: Test Graphs
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6.1.5 Final Result
Sample Data Given input to Algorithm :-
Figure 6.11: Sample Data for Classification
Figure 6.12: Sample Data for Prediction
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Final Output Given to Student :-
Figure 6.13: Result of Classification
Figure 6.14: Result of Prediction
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Project Time Line
7.1 Project Time Line Matrix
Figure 7.1: Time Line Matrix
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7.2 Project Time Line Chart
Figure 7.2: Time Line Chart
Figure 7.3: Time Line Chart
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Task Distribution
8.1 Distribution of Workload
8.1.1 Scheduled Working Activities
Figure 8.1: Scheduled Working Activitiess of University Classification Prediction System
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8.1.2 Members actvities or task
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8.1. Distribution of Workload
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Figure 8.2: Member Activities and Task
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Chapter 9
Conclusion and Future Scope
9.1 Conclusion
In this project, we are trying to solve every students problem who wish to pursue higher edu-
cation in foreign universities but donâTMt have any idea regarding which options he/she have
with respect to his/her overall profile and also havenâTMt quite exposed to the procedure how
students get admitted at foreign universities. Unlike Indian Universities, Marks isnâTMt the only
criteria on which basis admission takes place, its all about what have you done in your college
life except for attending lectures and sitting exams i.e extra curricular activities and Internships
etc. we are mainly focusing on,providing the masses a software application which gives a total
comprehensive solution for selecting the best universities according to their preferences their
own parameters for their further education.
9.2 Future Scope
• Upon collecting the qualitative data derived from said interviews, careful analysis shall
be done (both manually and utilizing our software) to prepare a SWOT (strengths, weak-
nesses, opportunities, and other aspects) of any university, then we will rank them using
a combination of perfomance indicators.
• Since there is no such application build until now, we can embed many things like we can
develop a mobile application which will integrate itself with the application server and
provide the system in userâTMs mobile.
• In addition to foreign universities, we can also rank our Indian universities with respect
to their own criteria.
• Get our software as a government authorised platform for favouring the students by pro-
viding our services.
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• Include Voice recognition and Voice search for better user interaction with support for
multiple languages.
• Build this application for every other current Operating systems including all flavours of
linux and Mac . . .
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Chapter 10
Appendix I
10.1 What is NaiveBayes?
In machine learning, naive Bayes classifiers are a family of simple probabilistic classifiers based
on applying Bayes’ theorem with strong (naive) independence assumptions between the fea-
tures. Naive Bayes has been studied extensively since the 1950s. It was introduced under a
different name into the text retrieval community in the early 1960s and remains a popular (base-
line) method for text categorization, the problem of judging documents as belonging to one
category or the other (such as spam or legitimate, sports or politics, etc.) with word frequen-
cies as the features. With appropriate preprocessing, it is competitive in this domain with more
advanced methods including support vector machines. It also finds application in automatic
medical diagnosis.
10.1.1 Why NaiveBayes is more Efficient than other classification algo-
rithms?
Super simple, you’re just doing a bunch of counts. If the NB conditional independence assump-
tion actually holds, a Naive Bayes classifier will converge quicker than discriminative models
like logistic regression, so you need less training data. And even if the NB assumption doesn’t
hold, a NB classifier still often performs surprisingly well in practice. A good bet if you want
to do some kind of semi-supervised learning, or want something embarrassingly simple that
performs pretty well.
• Naive Bayes is used a lot in robotics and computer vision, and does quite well with those tasks.
• You should train a large training set to use NB well. This would allow you to better assume that
samples are "independent" of each other.
• generally no requirements, good for few categories variables, compute the multiplication of
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independent distributions, suffer multicollinearity.
10.2 WEKA
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) is a popular suite of machine learning
software written in Java, developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. It is free soft-
ware licensed under the GNU General Public License.
Weka (pronounced to rhyme with Mecca) is a workbench that contains a collection of visual-
ization tools and algorithms for data analysis and predictive modeling, together with graphical
user interfaces for easy access to these functions. The original non-Java version of Weka was
a Tcl/Tk front-end to (mostly third-party) modeling algorithms implemented in other program-
ming languages, plus data preprocessing utilities in C, and a Makefile-based system for running
machine learning experiments.
10.2.1 Features of WEKA
• Portability, since it is fully implemented in the Java programming language and thus runs on
almost any modern computing platform.
• Ease of use due to its graphical user interfaces.
• A comprehensive collection of data preprocessing and modeling techniques.
• It supports several standard data mining tasks, more specifically, data preprocessing, clustering,
classification, regression, visualization, and feature selection
• Java Library can be imported and used it’s functionality in other java program
• provides access to SQL databases using Java Database Connectivity and can process the result
returned by a database query.
• Free availability under the GNU General Public License.
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